We present a model-based approach to encode multiple synchronized video streams depicting a dynamic scene from different viewpoints. With approximate 3D scene geometry available, we compensate for motion as well 3s disparity by transforming all video images to object textures prior to compression. A two-level hierarchical coding strategy is employed to effciently exploit inter-texture coherence as well as to ensure quick random access during decoding. Experimental validation shows that attainable compression ratios range up to 5 0 I without subsampling. The proposed coding scheme i s intended for use in conjunction with FreeViewpoint Video and 3D-TV applications.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in imaging technology have made the acquisition of multiple synchronized videos of real-world dynamic scenes economically feasible. This new media modality i s useful, e.g., to re-display the recorded action from an arbitraly perspective (3D-TV, Free-Viewpoint Video) [I, 21. Although only a sparse set o f cameras might he used, the resulting data amounts are still tremendous.
In uncompressed state. the data expenditurc cquals to one video stream per recording camera. Available bandwidth as well as D V D storage capacity currently make distribution o f such uncompressed media impossible. While standardized video compression techniques could be applied, these cannot exploit the high degree o f redundancy inherent in multiple video recordings of the stame object. Especially, no inter-stream coherence would be exploited and synchronized, random access o f video frames is not easily possible. . All previous work was concerned with encoding multiple textures of a static object. This paper, in contrast, presents an effcient approach to comprcss multi-video image data of a dynamic scene in the texture domain.
Since the differences in the recorded frames are mainly due to disparity as well as object motion, we separate the recorded information into the object's shape and its surface texture. Object movement and disparity are compensated in texture space. As a result much higher compression rates can he achicved. To effciently exploit redundancy. we propose a two-level hierarchical coding approach. First, we construct one average texture map for each time step from all camera images. A l l average textures are then averaged again to yield one base texture. We encode the residual texture differences between the base texture and each time-step's average texture as well as the difference hetween average textures and each corresponding camera view texture using a shap-adaptive wavelet coder. Our experimental results with X synchronous video streams show that usable compression ratio ranges up to 50:l without Y U V suhsampling, including the possibility to render arhitrary viewpoints.
OVERVIEW
Several computing steps are necessary to transform the raw multi-view camera rccordings into a sudace mesh with motion parameters and corresponding texture maps. We demonstrate the principles on the hasis of capturing human Using the camera and motion parameters the input frames are resampled into a texture atla, i.e., a dirkrent texture map is created for each time step and camera while the texture atlas parameterization itself is constant. The resampling i s carried out using graphics hardware and i s explained in more detail in Section 3.
The rcsulting texture maps are then compressed. After actors.
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generating a two step average (Erst over all camera views in one time step, then over all time steps within the given time range). differential images are computed with respect to the average images. Since this is done at hoth levels, the redundancy between the multiple views of one timestep is removed hefore the temporal coherence is considered. All resulting images are then compressed using a shapeadaptive wavelet algorithm which exploits the fact that not all areas in the texture maps are actually used. The wavelet encoder utilizes decoding prediction to avoid propagating errors in the dependent two step pixel decoding.
TEXTURE ATLAS
The mapping from the input streams into texture space is done by defning a texture atlas which maps the surface of the 3D model into the 2D domain. The problem of creating a texture atlas is closely related to the problem of surface parameterization. A projection of the mesh into the 2D plane can be performed by minimizing texture stretch and distortion on the surface, as for example proposed in [7, 8, 9, IO, I I] . For general meshes it is necessary to introduce cuts on the surface in order to bound the distortion. Those cuts may partition the surface into distinct patches.
Our texture atlas is constructed by projecting the triangles of one patch orthogonally onto a plane defned by the average surface normal. The selection of patches ensures a minimum sampling density of the surface: Starting with one arbitrary seed triangle, neighboring trianglcs are added to the patch until the triangle normal deviates too much from the average normal. If one patch cannot grow any further another seed triangle starts a new patch. A separate texturc atlas is constructed for each body part which are then joined into a single texture as demonstrated in Figure la ) and c).
Hardware-Accelerated Resampling
Given the animation parameters each original vertex is moved to its transformed 3D position. Using graphics hardware, we can now easily map each frame of the input streams into the texture domain using a vertex program: the fnal vertex position is set out in the 2D texture atlas while [he original 3D vertex position is used to compute the pixel color based on the projcctcd multi-view textures. In order to compute visibility, we perform a traditional shadow mapping approach with the camera position used as the light source. All non-visible texels will be rendered black as can he seen in Figure Id) .
SHAPE-ADAPTIVE WAVELET ENCODING
Encoding the video streams now means encoding the resulting texture maps of each time step t and camera c. We ex- perienced a strong coherence of the texture maps of the different camera images of one timestep as well as over time. The proposed encoding r e " this coherence in a two level encoding.
The encoding is shape-adaptive, i.e.. all black texels will he encoded by a bit mask, and only the visible texels p ( z , U, t, c) for which z)is(z, y, t, c) = 1 need to be considered for each frame.
At Erst, the average T'(z, y, t) of all camera images at one timestep is computed, and from this the average over all frames T"(z, y) (the parameters z and y are left out in the remainder of this paper):
C,T'(z,y,t) * wis'(z,y, t ) E, vis'(z, U , t )
T"(z;y) = See Figure 2 for a graphical sketch of the process.
After computing the average images T' and T" all images (also the input textures) are converted from RCB to W V color space in which all further processing is performed. Then, only the T" image is encoded using a shapcadaptive wavelet encoder (Binary Set Splitting with k-d Trees) [12] . Weighting the input in Equations 1-3 with the visibility vis when computing the averages avoids affecting the distance from the valid pixel values to the computed average by nonvisible pixels. This would otherwise increase the entropy o f the differential images and thus degrade encoding quality.
More specifc, we f n t compute for each timestep the difference images R'(t) between the overall T" and the timestep average T'(t). In order to get back to the original textures we further compute for each cumem and timestep
R ( t , c ) = p ( t , c ) (T"+R'(t)). AgainallR'(t)andR(t,c)
are encoded using shapc-aduplivc wavelet encoding.
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Fig. 3. Encoding.
Since the applied wavelet encoding i s lossy the decoded result would be strongly inKucnced by the decoding error in T" and R'(t). We avoid this inXuence by computing all differences with respect to the once encoded and decoded 
DECODING
Given the aforementioned encoding pipeline, decoding the streams is straight forward and explained in Figure 4 . 
THE SHAPE MASK
As mentioned earlier, visibility infomation is represented hy a bitmask such that only the visible texels are considered during encoding and decoding. The shape mask i s however implicitly defned by the object's mesh and the niotion parameters. Thus, the shape mask does not need to be represented explicitly and can be omitted during transmission if the ohject shape i s given.
RESULTS
The verifcation of the encoder rtsults was achieved by comparing a 350 frames long rendering o f the model animation To acquire an indication o f the maximum quality achievable with the rendered result, we mapped the texture maps back to the 3D model without using any compression inbetween. This ideal reconstruction set the highest achievable image quality.
Then we encoded the texture maps at various bitrates, and mapped the decoded results back to the 3D model to gain an impression on how much the renderings were affected. The results are shown in Figure 5 . As expected, the quality rating (mcasured in the PSNR coding effciency, we are going to investigate how to retrieve surface e c t a n c e characteristics i n addition to the diffuse r m c t i o n component cumntly exploited, and End estimates on the optimal area ratio between texture map and rendered image.
We also refer to our related paper on 4D-SPIHT Haar wavelet compression i n [ 131, with higher compression hut more restricted texture access.
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